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The integration of “5G + education” has become a consensus and trend. The maturity and application of technologies represented by artificial intelligence, virtual reality, and big data in the 5G era have provided a new and greater impetus for education and teaching reform. Education must adhere to the concept of people-oriented, high-quality talent training is the foundation and core of higher education, and colleges and universities need to quickly adapt to the development trend of education in the new era. Therefore, it is of significance to investigate some innovative strategies to address the existing problems in the intelligent classroom teaching mode in the “5G” Era. This paper discusses the characteristics of high speed and low latency in the 5G era, discusses the development of the intelligent classroom teaching promoted by 5G technology, and creatively puts forward different teaching strategies in combination with the problems existing in an intelligent classroom in colleges and universities. Students interact with the constructed virtual or virtual real scenes in real time. With the help of artificial intelligence technology, can establish artificial intelligence teaching assistants and learning partners, support one-to-one skills training, will also provide teachers with an intelligent learning environment, integrate teaching resources, optimize the teaching path, improve teaching interaction, provide a reference for future teaching activities, explore the application of innovative teaching mode based on 5G communication. Big data will record the learning behavior in the process and use it for the diagnosis and evaluation of dynamic learning results, providing a basis for educators to practice “people-oriented” and help students grow up.

1. Introduction

In 2018, the “Education Informatization 2.0 Action Plan” issued by the Ministry of Education emphasized the comprehensive promotion of educational modernization through informatization, and emphasized the integration of cloud computing, big data, and the Internet, and new technologies such as artificial intelligence. With the transition to smart education, the teaching methods based on classroom teaching are also slowly changing. More importantly, in the teaching environment, at the same time, with the help of virtual reality means and technology, through personalized immersive learning, students’ interest in learning is improved, and the development of smart education is promoted [1]. My country’s three major operators have also responded positively to this action plan and have proposed their own smart education plans. China Mobile released “5G + Smart Education,” covering “5G” dual-teacher interactive teaching, “5G” holographic projection teaching and “5G” VR/AR immersive teaching, etc. and is committed to creating an immersive smart classroom teaching model; China Unicom It released “5G + Smart Education” and established a Smart Education Demonstration Laboratory dedicated to smart education technology and product research and development; China Telecom focused on “5G” education cooperation with Education Group. In early July 2021, the Ministry of Education proposed in the “Guiding Opinions on Promoting the Construction of New Educational Infrastructure and Building a High-quality Education Support System” that the new educational infrastructure is guided by the new development concept, led by informatization, and oriented towards the education high school. Quality development requires a new infrastructure system focusing on information networks, platform systems, digital resources, smart campuses, innovative applications, trusted security, etc., [2]. Reforming the
existing classroom teaching requires not only “reversing” the information technology environment under the existing classroom teaching structure, but it is also necessary to think deeply about how to realize the transformation from knowledge-based to literacy-based, so as to reconstruct relationships, resources, abilities, processes, and assessments and reshape the classroom ecosystem. My country should take the classroom teaching in colleges and universities as the breakthrough point of reform, integrate traditional teaching with information-based classroom teaching, build a teaching community of teachers and students, and create a smart classroom. The smart classroom has become the product of the interaction between educational thinking and educational emotion. It is the process and result of the symbiosis of intelligent interaction between teachers and students.

In the current smart classroom teaching, there are problems such as education of students’ innovative ability, ability training education, and personalized training. The effect of classroom teaching is closely related to the teaching environment, and different teaching environments often produce different teaching effects. At present, 5G mobile communication and the Internet of Things have not been fully popularized in schools, and the equipment for data collection and processing technology is not advanced enough. In the construction of smart classrooms, the construction of the school network environment is still in the preliminary stage, and the school is not equipped with basic professional classrooms. As a result, teachers cannot push learning materials to be learned before class, and students are difficult to download materials; there is a lack of timely feedback mechanism in class, teachers It is difficult to adjust the teaching plan; after class, students cannot conduct independent tutoring, and it is difficult for teachers to provide personalized guidance.

Therefore, we aim to investigate innovative strategies about intelligent classroom teaching mode in the “5G” Era. The characteristics of high speed and low latency in the 5G era have been introduced. And, different teaching strategies have been promoted to solve the problems existing in an intelligent classroom in universities. To sum up, higher vocational colleges should follow the development of the times, make full use of the convenience brought by 5G to information-based teaching, and create a new type of information-based teaching. Model, realize the remote sharing of course resources and teachers, break the barriers of education in time and region, improve the teaching level and talent quality, and truly deliver a large number of high-quality applied talents to all walks of life.

2. Characteristics and Integration of “5G” Technology

The technology refers to the fifth-generation mobile communication technology, which is the latest generation of cellular mobile communication technology. It has the characteristics of ultrareliable and ultra-low-latency communication, ensuring that the network maintains stability and will not be congested and interfered with during operation [3]. On the basis of face-to-face physical one-dimensional classrooms, 5G technology is used, online classrooms are added, and a dual-channel hybrid teaching environment is formed. Combined with the advantages of emerging network hardware resources and software resources, it adds new impetus to classroom teaching, thus forming a new driving force for classroom teaching. Smart classroom, followed by 5G’s ubiquitous network, low latency, Internet of everything, and other features provide technical support for educational and teaching applications such as blended teaching, distance education, and online interaction, which can realize visualization, scale, and real-time online teaching. Breaking the limitations of traditional teaching time, place and resources help to optimize teaching resources, realize resource sharing, and improve teaching quality. From a macro level, the emergence of smart classrooms in the 5G era further breaks the time and space constraints, and students can study anytime, anywhere. From a micro level, education informatization makes the course content, teaching methods, assessment methods, and teaching evaluations in classroom teaching more objective and data-based.

Under the guidance of the teaching concept of “learning first, then teaching, and learning to teach,” the smart classroom has comprehensively built a teaching model of “pre-class microlecture guidance, classroom interactive inquiry, and after-class personality counseling,” breaking the traditional single-class teaching mode. The teaching method can better realize the two-way interaction between teachers and students. Bian and Xu [4] further pointed out that the learning mode based on the smart classroom mainly refers to the use of intelligent, personalized, and diversified learning services for learners in the system environment, and the use of mobile terminal equipment to achieve specific teaching goals. Deep, efficient, autonomous, and open classroom learning mode. The premise that AR and VR can give full play to their advantages is that data can be processed and transmitted quickly and effectively. 5G technology can meet the above requirements to the greatest extent. It can be said that the advent of the 5G era has provided strong support for the two to reach commercial standards, and their use in tourism, education, and other fields can usually achieve twice the result with half the effort. 5G technology is building a new high-speed information highway. With the continuous optimization of 5G technology, the deep integration of education + 5G provides a broader development vision and new development space for education informatization. The promotion and popularization of “5G” technology highlight the inevitable trend of adjusting the teaching mode of colleges and universities. Colleges and universities can explore a blended teaching model that points to practical projects to improve students’ comprehensive literacy. In contrast to the traditional teaching model, students are limited to a limited teaching space, and there are not many opportunities for interaction and discussion between teachers and students. The emergence of 5G technology has effectively solved this problem, not only the time and space boundaries are broken but also teachers and students. The interaction and communication are also
more convenient. The blended teaching model is a change to the traditional classroom teaching model. The fundamental purpose of the blended teaching model is to use a more flexible way to help students acquire knowledge and achieve better learning effects. It is centered on students’ offline self-learning and summary.

3. Smart Classroom in the “5 G” Application Scenario

Realize the operation, rendering, display, and control of VR/AR applications with cloud computing technology, and then transmit the processed audio and video information flow to the smart classroom terminal through the 5 G network and develop a text, image, and animation integrated system. Teaching content, and three-dimensional plane knowledge to improve the interaction and participation of the classroom, realize active interactive learning and display real scenes. This display method will reduce the delay of information dissemination, and the teaching records will also be shared. And, storage for a long time, the performance of VR/AR technology that requires extremely high network speed and capacity will be greatly improved. Integrating digital technologies such as VR and 3D into the teaching process, students’ classroom experience jumps from 2D to 3D and is no longer the flat content presented by books or blackboards, such as three-dimensional graphics in mathematics, electromagnetic fields in physics, and the earth in geography Sports, etc., will no longer require teachers to explain, and students will rack their brains to imagine. VR/AR can display these scenes visually and visually, and students can easily recognize and understand them as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Holographic technology actually uses the principle of interference of light to record all the information of the object in the form of interference fringes, and under certain conditions, forms a three-dimensional image that is highly similar to the object itself. Aiming at the problem of uneven distribution of educational resources in China, 5 G holographic projection teaching uses virtual reality and augmented reality technology to collect classroom teaching image information through holographic projection to present remote students’ listening conditions and real-time interaction; the use of holographic technology can be more vivid. To present things in other spaces in the classroom, in addition to introducing other expert teachers to explain knowledge to students as in this lesson, holographic technology can also be used to introduce a specific thing into the classroom for all-round display, such as An artifact, animal, or instrument. With the development of optical devices, holographic technology can also be used to superimpose another scene into the classroom space in the future, allowing students to experience the feeling of being in any place in the classroom. In addition, the holographic platform is deployed in the classroom, and through 3D technology, the real images and courseware content of some famous school experts and teachers can be presented to the remote students. Compared with the connection forms such as telephone and video, holographic technology can retain the information that is visible to the naked eye connects and integrates the two separate spaces, so that the interaction between students and teachers and resources in different places can get rid of the limitation of separation of time and space, and realize the distance teaching of natural interaction. Teachers can also reproduce the content of nature, science, history, biology, physics, chemistry, and other disciplines through holographic technology, making teaching and learning more vivid and improving teaching quality.

The key technology of speech recognition is to convert speech data into corresponding text or instructions by intelligent means. Speech recognition technology currently has a wide range of applications. For example, in the application of smart education, all the audio data of the teaching classroom are collected, and after the analysis of the pronunciation and semantics, it can assist the analysis of the teaching situation and the students’ learning situation, and scientifically test the teaching level of the teachers and the learning situation of the students. It can also understand the individual characteristics of students through feedback data, and practice the people-oriented teaching concept. The main process of speech recognition is shown in Figure 3.

With the support of 5 G technology, the interaction between various multimodal resources will become more convenient, which provides an opportunity for the innovation of teaching and learning models and the integration
and reorganization of many educational elements. Teachers, students, learning resources, and the learning environment are the four basic elements of educational scenarios supported by 5G, and they interact and influence each other [7]. Multimodal smart classrooms need to give full play to the advantages of each element and use multimodal information technology in the 5G environment to make the interaction between students and teachers, learning resources, and learning environments more diverse and personalized and explore various modalities. The potential of each element complements each other [8]. Online teaching, offline teaching, blended teaching, virtual simulation teaching, and other teaching forms in a smart environment help to integrate diversified online and offline learning resources, optimize teaching paths, improve teaching effects, and improve teaching evaluation.

Based on the above-given design ideas, we combined practice to build a multimodal smart classroom model in the 5G environment, as shown in Figure 4. After the introduction of the smart teaching system, a network system environment covering smart learning terminals, smart learning management platforms, smart learning software, and resources has been formed based on the support of 5G technology, forming a flexible, open, shared, convenient, and traceable smart learning space [9–11], and at the same time realize the seamless interconnection and collaborative work between a variety of software and hardware devices, providing learners with a truly immersive real-time learning experience [12–14]. In addition, the multimodal learning environment under the 5G network should make full use of the technical characteristics of 5G’s high bandwidth, low latency, and large connection, by connecting to various forms of intelligent terminals and educational equipment (such as VR/AR/MR equipment, and holography). Projection, smart whiteboard, mobile terminal, smart learning pen, etc., to achieve seamless interconnection and collaborative work between various software and hardware devices, providing learners with a truly immersive real-time learning experience.

4. Discussion

With the guidance and expansion of teachers as the auxiliary, a new teaching method combines the two. The blended teaching model is conducive to expanding the dimension of teaching, promoting the interaction between teachers and students, and stimulating students’ learning initiative. Teachers should not only pay attention to students’ knowledge acquisition but also pay attention to students’ ability development, and pay attention to the interaction between students’ existing concepts and new concepts. Therefore, smart classrooms should design news broadcasts, new class explanations, assignments, and summaries. The way students explore awareness, optimize their learning experience, and the innovation of teaching models in colleges and universities should involve the exploration of employment orientation and employment preparation; that is, they need to be based on employment, give full play to the advantages of 5G and cultivate talents needed by society.

“5G” has just entered the first year of commercial use, and there are still great deficiencies in talent training. For ordinary people, “5G” may just mean faster internet speeds. The 4G era has created the live broadcast industry, and the “5G” era will also create a new industry. However, the development of the “5G” era also needs the support of talents, and the innovation of the smart classroom teaching mode in the “5G” era requires compound talents from the Internet industry and the education industry. It is not perfect, resulting in a serious shortage of “5G” talents and also makes the innovation of smart classroom teaching mode in the “5G” era temporarily stay in the conceptual stage.

In the 5G environment, “Internet + education” will introduce more means such as AR/VR technology, which can be presented in a virtual way for the history, training process, and dangerous operations that cannot be presented in the classroom, and even voice can be realized, context simulation, etc. The above-mentioned are not presented vividly in the traditional teaching process. Many teachers still rely on their own explanations and always grasp their central position in the classroom. In this way, students’ thinking will be greatly affected, and even if it is solidified, the vitality of the classroom will be insufficient, and the students’ enthusiasm for learning cannot be fully mobilized in a timely manner, which will affect the students’ own learning efficiency. On the one hand, a smart classroom is a relatively new teaching method. Teachers of different age groups have different views and acceptance of the new teaching method. Some teachers’ teaching mode has been fixed, and it is difficult to change their ideas and accept new ideas in a short period of time. [15]; on the other hand, some teachers blindly believe in their own traditional teaching mode, ignoring the characteristics of students in the new era and the changes in social needs to talents, resulting in students not being able to grasp the essence of learning in the learning process. Under the new teaching method, teachers’ attitude towards smarter classroom determines the quality of classroom teaching. Although some teachers agree to adopt new teaching methods to carry out teaching activities, more teachers still
adopt the traditional teaching mode, and this attitude has certain obstacles to the development of smart classrooms in schools. These teaching concepts are difficult to understand the obstacles in students’ learning and their reasons, and it is difficult to provide accurate practical guidance, but repeated and inefficient practice, which is difficult to reduce the burden on students.

Colleges and universities should select teaching content and optimize teaching resources. Relying on 5G technology, we carefully design classroom content that is conducive to students’ experience, so that students can feel the interest of the content and consciously apply the content in practice. In other words, because 5G is rich in teaching resources and can optimize teaching links and teaching methods, it can greatly enrich the teaching materials of various disciplines and majors in colleges and universities, so that text, pictures, audio, video, and other content can be properly presented in front of students. Under the background of the 5G era, college teachers should make preparations for the teaching reform of various disciplines based on the transformation requirements of employment goals, so that students can be placed in a teaching environment that is more conducive to employment exploration. Facts have proved that through the efforts of these aspects, a teaching environment that meets expectations will be formed in time, and the environment construction will serve the teaching model innovation in the 5G era together with the two key points of employment understanding and skill development. For the construction of a teaching resource library, higher vocational colleges should pay enough attention. Teaching resources should be designed and used according to the specific content of the course and the design of teaching links. To achieve complete matching of resources and tasks or projects, avoid formalized educational information applications.

5. Conclusion

“5G” is the current social hotspot and a new technology that carries the hope of the country and the nation. It fundamentally impacts the current education model. The innovation of the smart classroom teaching model in the “5G” era is undoubtedly a subversion of the traditional classroom teaching model. Smarter classroom teaching not only builds a smart learning environment and promotes the embodied experience of students’ learning scenarios but also helps teachers monitor students’ learning progress and conduct teaching big data analysis. It has also enhanced the technological innovation in the field of education. For this reason, the country needs to further explore the integration of information technology and the education industry, continuously catalyze the maturity of technology, reduce technology costs, and increase the number of “5G” talent
training and talent reserves. However, in the teaching of colleges and universities, the application of informatization needs to be scientifically and reasonably planned and managed and cannot be blindly followed or used in a mere formality. It should be determined according to the current school conditions and specific learning conditions, and appropriate changes should be made in terms of teaching concepts to adapt to the current development of education. Only in this way can we effectively promote the innovation and development of the smart classroom teaching model in the “5G” era. Students will naturally have the conditions to move towards applied talents, making education fairness a reality and achieving access to the highest quality educational resources in the shortest time possible. It is believed that in the near future, the smart classroom teaching model in the “5G” era will also become the mainstream education model in my country’s education industry, fully realizing my country’s education informatization. It’s important to realize the people-oriented concept and help students grow and become talents.
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